NexGen Networks Considerably Expands UK Presence with Three New Points
of Presence
NexGen builds significantly on its UK fibre infrastructure to maintain its top tier services
NexGen Networks, the premier provider of fibre optic-based network solutions to the world’s top
financial services firms and global enterprises, has announced three expansions that greatly
enhance its fibre infrastructure in the UK. NexGen has acquired a significant amount of
datacentre space in Hounslow, Romford, and Newport, Wales which will reinforce its ability to
offer uninterrupted low-latency service across the full suite of NexGen Networks managed
services.
“We are continuing to develop our network infrastructure in the UK robustly in order to maintain
our service standards as we expand our international customer base in one of the world’s
preeminent markets,” says NexGen’s John Herrera. “These expansions are in line with our
efforts to maintain a strong presence in the world’s greatest centers of commerce, which
supports our existing customers who operate internationally and also helps to attract new clients
abroad.”
As one of the world’s top business and financial centres, London accounts for nearly 40% of
foreign exchange trading volume alone. NexGen has therefore made its presence in London a
priority. NexGen has in recent years completed several infrastructure enhancements and fibre
builds in and around London. NexGen recently upgraded service between the US and UK with a
pure wavelength service on TGN Northern and AC1 transatlantic cable systems, boosting
network speed and reliability. In recent years, NexGen has also acquired data centre space at
the Equinix Slough datacentre, the Interxion datacentre in the City of London, and the Savvis
LO4 datacentre in the London Docklands Business District.

About NexGen Networks
NexGen Networks, http://www.nexgen-net.com, is the premier provider of tailored, high-capacity
communications services to carrier and enterprise customers. NexGen Networks is committed
to delivering cost-effective, custom solutions coupled with superior industry expertise, service
and support that allows for unparalleled time to market connectivity. It offers a comprehensive
suite of facilities-based services including: Ethernet, SONET, Wavelength, Dark Fibre, Internet
Access, Colocation and more. Its fibre optic network leverages unique rights-of-way that deliver
connectivity to the major metropolitan areas in North America, Europe and the Far East. While
consistently building upon its private and public IP and Ethernet expertise and evolving its
capabilities to continually meet the needs of its customers, large and small, it has continued to
maintain a superior standard of customer service and support.

